AGENDA

- Welcome and Information Items – All
  - GCC joint event (02/22) with cohorts – Richard and Jan

- Updates
  - Project Assessment and Evaluation – Nathan
  - Cohort updates/progress from GCC, COC and CSUN
    - COC – Susan and David
    - GCC – Richard and Jan
    - CSUN – Nagwa and Tesha
    - Tutoring/Mentoring – Chairs/Faculty Mentors
    - Advisement Worksheet – Stewart Prince

- Course Articulation Agreements
  - Status Update
    - COMP SCI and CIT – Gloria Melara
    - ME – Bob Ryan and Stewart Prince
    - ECE – Bruno /Ali
    - CECM – Emad/Nazaret
    - MSEM - Behzad
  - Next Steps

- Project activities
  - CSUN Faculty Visits to partner campuses
  - iPad Initiative - Ramesh